Daily activities often require sudden cancellation of pre-planned movement, termed 24 response inhibition. When only a subcomponent of a whole response must be suppressed 25 (required herein on Partial trials), the ensuing component is markedly delayed. The neural 26 mechanisms underlying partial response inhibition remain unclear. We hypothesized that 27 Partial trials would be associated with non-selective corticomotor suppression and that 28 GABA B -receptor mediated inhibition within primary motor cortex might be responsible for 29 the non-selective corticomotor suppression contributing to Partial trial response delays.
Introduction
Participants were instructed to let the weight of their fingers passively depress the 136 switches. Switch height was adjusted to eliminate any positional related muscle activity. interosseous (FDI) muscle as the non-dominant hand is more strongly affected than the 155 dominant hand by the processes required to successfully cancel a subset of a movement 156 (MacDonald et al. 2012) . A belly-tendon electrode montage was used with a ground electrode 157 on the posterior hand surface. EMG activity was recorded using a National Instruments A/D 158 acquisition system, displayed using custom LabVIEW software, and stored to disk for offline 159 analysis. Electrical activity was amplified (Grass P511AC), band-pass filtered (10-1000 Hz) 160 and sampled at 2 kHz. To examine CME, Task Motor Threshold (TMT) was determined while the participant 173 rested their index fingers on the switches. TMT was determined as the minimum stimulus 174 intensity required to elicit a MEP of at least 50 µV in the FDI in 4 out of 8 consecutive trials.
175
Stimulus intensity was adjusted in 1-2 % increments from TMT to produce an average MEP 176 amplitude of 0.1-0.2 mV at 200 ms before the target while not disrupting task performance. This intensity was then used for all remaining stimulated trials. Participants completed an 178 unstimulated practice block of 36 trials containing pseudo-randomized Stop trials.
179
The task in the CME protocol consisted of 432 trials split into 12 pseudo-randomized 180 blocks of 36 with 288 Go and 144 Stop trials. There were 98 Go trials where TMS was 181 delivered at either 250, 225, 200, 175, 150, 125 intensity was used in LICI for both the conditioning stimulus (CS) and the test stimulus (TS).
192
CS and TS were then adjusted to produce approximately 50-85% inhibition of the MEP 193 amplitude (%INH). This intensity was used for all following trials.
194
During the LICI protocol, participants performed a Go Only block consisting of 30 195 Go trials. %INH was measured at the start of each trial (0 ms). Each participant then 196 performed the task, which consisted of 360 trials split into 10 blocks of 36 trials. Of these, Figure 4A ).
282
There was a positive correlation between %INH at the start of GS trials and the 283 resulting LT (r = 0.660, P = 0.014; Figure 4B ) such that greater %INH was associated with 284 longer LTs of the left hand during GS trials. There was no correlation for GG trials (r = 285 0.032, P = 0.917). There was no correlation between ∆%INH on a GS trial and the LTA on 286 the subsequent GG trial (r = 0.081, P = 0.792).
287
For CS MEP amplitude there was a main effect of Trial Type (F 4,48 = 3.9, P = 0.034) 288 ( Figure 5 ). Post hoc comparisons revealed that CS MEP amplitudes were greater following 289 Go trials in the Stop task (2.3 ± 0.3 mV) than during the Go Only block (1.9 ± 0.3 mV; t 12 = 290 2.4, P = 0.034). Therefore, responding in the context of the Stop task increased CME. For GS trials, there was an association between MEP amplitude 175 ms post stop cue 296 and LTs (r = -0.544) as well as with LICI (r = -0.504). However, both correlations failed to 297 reach statistical significance (LTs, P = 0.054; LICI, P = 0.079). There was no correlation 298 13 between CS MEP amplitude at the start of a GG or GS trial and the resulting LT (both r < 299 0.178, P > 0.560). Likewise, there was no correlation between the ∆CS MEP amplitude on a 300 GS trial and the LTA on the subsequent Go trial (r = 0.019, P = 0.951).
301
In the CME protocol, TMT = 38 ± 2% MSO and stimulation intensity = 39 ± 2% 302 MSO (104 ± 2% TMT). In the LICI protocol, TMT = 43 ± 2% MSO, CS and TS = 56 ± 3% 303 MSO (129 ± 3 % TMT). The number of trials excluded for rmsEMG > 10 µV was 28 ± 4 % 304 in the CME and 9 ± 2% in the LICI protocol. In the CME protocol under the GS condition, 7 305 out of 96 values for MEP amplitude were missing due to pre-trigger EMG and replaced 306 according to the method described.
307
Lift times and asynchronies 308 The task was performed successfully as evident in LTs that were close to the target 309 (Table 1) , and as noted previously for this task (Coxon et al. 2007; 2009; Coxon et al. 2012 ; protocol, there was a main effect of Trial Type (F 1,12 = 111.6, P < 0.001). There was a main 314 effect of Hand (F 1,12 = 31.9, P < 0.001) with right LTs (35 ± 4 ms) faster than left (47 ± 4 315 ms). There was also a Trial Type × Hand interaction (F 1,12 = 4.9, P = 0.048), which likely 316 arose from a trend for longer left hand delays (61 ± 5 ms) than right hand delays (55 ± 6 317 ms; t 12 = 2.1, P = 0.054) between Partial and Go trials. There was no difference in left LTs 318 between stimulated (19 ± 3 ms) and unstimulated (21 ± 3 ms; t 12 = 1.1, P = 0.294) Go trials. 
361
These substantial delays were observed despite participants achieving relatively high success 362 rates on Partial trials, especially in the LICI protocol (> 80%). It is important to note that 363 response delays were not eliminated, or even reduced, when success rate increased as a result modulation as a result of the knowledge that a prepared response may need to be prevented.
397
LICI increased during the foreperiod (trial onset) with the foreknowledge that stopping was a 398 possibility. Therefore, proactive inhibitory control is at least in part, mediated by changes in 399 LICI.
400
The implications of proactively increasing LICI for reactive response inhibition can 401 be understood within the framework of an activation threshold model (e.g., MacDonald et al. greater CME suppression and greater non-selective inhibition (LICI) on GS trials in the 411 current study supports such a model. The initial facilitatory process is inadequate to surpass 412 the activation threshold and a second phase of facilitation must be added, resulting in the 413 response delay (MacDonald et al. 2014) . It is worth noting that longer GS response delays 414 were associated with higher levels of LICI, supporting the idea that a second phase of 415 facilitation is required to overcome the tonic resting level. The trend between longer response 416 delays and CME suppression for GS trials is in agreement with such a second phase of 417 facilitation. It is interesting that the association between MEP amplitude and response delay 418 was not stronger for CME evaluated closer in time to the response than LICI measured at trial 419 onset. A likely explanation is that MEP amplitude reflects the net excitatory and inhibitory hand on a subsequent Go trial. Interestingly, the hand that stops on a Partial trial also speeds 432 up to some degree on the subsequent Go trial. We suspect that Partial trials require 433 "uncoupling" of the two effectors involved in the default Go response, in order to selectively 434 initiate a unimanual response (MacDonald et al. 2012) . Some residual effect of uncoupling is 435 still present on the subsequent Go trial as is evident by the heightened LTAs after Partial 436 trials. The presence of (weaker) coupling suggests that the required second phase of 437 facilitation for the unimanual response on the Partial trial will affect the entire bimanual 438 response on the following trial. In other words, the hand that stops on a Partial trial to some 439 extent "comes along for the ride" on a subsequent Go trial. The fact that this dependence is 440 seen more strongly in left hand LTs aligns with the idea that the nondominant hand is more 441 stringently coupled to the dominant than vice versa (Byblow et al. 2000; Carson 1993) . A potential limitation of the present study was the timing of the LICI measurement.
446
At a cellular level, postsynaptic hyperpolarization mediated by GABA B receptors has been 447 observed up to 500 ms (Lacaille 1991; Otis et al. 1993) . However, it is not feasible to record 448 LICI with the required stimulus intensities within the time window between CME 449 suppression and LT without disrupting task performance. Furthermore, it is also difficult to 450 maintain a comparable level of CME or interpret LICI with a constant test stimulus during or 451 immediately following trials in a task where there is dynamic modulation of CME. However, intensity resulting in reduced LICI (Sanger et al. 2001 ). This has the potential to complicate 459 the comparison of LICI across and between trials. Nonetheless, it is important to note that the 460 mean CS MEP amplitude was between 1.9 and 2.4 mV (~130 % of TMT), where similar 461 amounts of LICI are reported (Opie and Semmler 2014). Furthermore, CS MEP amplitude 462 did not correlate with GS trial LTs. Thus it is unlikely that CS MEP amplitude could solely 463 account for the observed pattern of LICI. It is possible that reduced LICI in Go Only blocks 464 may reflect, in part, an order effect. Go Only trials were always presented first in the LICI 465 protocol. However, an order effect seems unlikely given that all participants had completed 466 the CME protocol prior to the LICI protocol, and stop trials were presented throughout the 467 entire CME protocol. In summary, this study provides novel insight into the role of LICI during movement 469 cancellation. LICI is a proactive mechanism capable of influencing the interference effect 470 during partial cancellation performed in a reactive context. 
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